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The purpose of this research was to develop an

empirical model which could be used to predict job tenure

for sewing machine operators in a large garment factory.

Biographical and demographical history items were

carefully selected from job application blanks for 75 long

tenured and 75 short tenured employees at a large garment

factory. The application blank items were statistically

examined to identify those items which could significantly

discriminate between the long and short tenured employees.

Chi-square tests were calculated to the .10 level of

significance and nine items met this test.

The nine items were entered into a discriminant

function analysis which was used to construct an empirical

model to predict the probability of achieving 6 months

tenure. This model was tested via a two by two chi-square

matrix against an independent cross validation sample of 24

long tenured and 26 short tenured employees. The model was

able to predict tenure for the cross validation sample at a

statistical significance level.

New job applicants were hired for two and a half years

without regard to their tenure probability as predicted by

the model. This allowed a rare opportunity to compare the



actual tenure results of applicants who were predicted to be

short tenure as well as those predicted to be long tenure.

Although the model did accurately predict tenure in

each of five scoring ranges, the results did not meet the

level of significance set forth in the hypothesis. It can

be fairly stated that the results were trending in the right

direction, but were not statistically significant.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Herzberg in his film Motivation (5) makes the classic

statement that "giving birth is easier than resurrection."

Herzburg is referring to the premise that it is far easier

to select a good employee, an employee who is going to do

what you expect him to do, than it is to hire a marginal

employee and change (resurrect) that employee.

Many firms today are practicing just the opposite of

Herzberg's concept. These companies hire people and then

try to resurrect them, which frequently takes the form of

employee training programs. While no one can effectively

argue against the importance of training, the point is well

taken. The assumption is that these companies hire

employees and train them to do things their way. To quote

an old Oklahoma saying, "If you hire a clod and train him,

you have a trained clod." Gellerman, in a speech to the

Dallas Personnel Association, said that "most companies

would do well to take half their training dollars and

allocate those dollars towards improving selection" (4).

The whole issue of employee selection revolves around the

concept of solving problems before the fact, and is based

on the premise that companies hire many of their problems.

In other words many organizations' personnel problems could

I1
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have been prevented had proper hiring procedures been

instituted.

If one accepts the premise that many organizational

problems begin with poor hiring, then problems which are

organizational in nature might better be focused on the

determination of what is wrong with the people they are

hiring as opposed to what is wrong with the organization.

This is particularly true if the problem is employee tenure.

An organization that assumes employee turnover is due to an

internal flaw will attempt to solve the problem by improving

supervisory skills increasing wages, increasing benefits,

etc. By focusing on the other end of the spectrum (what is

wrong with the people the organization is hiring), the

attention is on those employees (no matter what the

circumstances) who are achieving long tenure. The before-

the-fact solution to turnover is to try to identify the

characteristics of those long-tenured employees and do a

better job of hiring people who have similar

characteristics. If selection can be improved by more

closely approximating historical successes, then training

should have even better results because at a minimum people

will stay with the organization long enough to be trained.

The critical nature of employee selection is further

strengthened by the fact that there is no substantial

literature to support the idea that human behavior can be

significantly changed in the majority of cases. Certainly
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some modification of behavior can occur in most people, but

if the basic character is fundamentally locked in, then it

behooves organizations to understand those character

determinants which have some relationship to the jobs of

that organization. The key point is that if human behavior

cannot be changed significantly, then a company must pay

great attention to the hiring process. Training and

development then takes on the function of making

improvements within the defined parameters of human

behavioral patterns. One of the primary clues of character

is that of past behavior (2).

It is a fairly widely accepted premise that the past is

the best predictor of the future. The significance of this

to an organization is that the more one can learn about a

particular employee's past behavior, the better that

employees future behavior can be predicted.

The premise of this study emphasizes that employee

selection is paramount in the development of organizational

goals and the subsequent achievement of those goals.

Unfortunately, very little effort is expended by most

organizations to improve this critical area.

The purpose of employee selection is simply to make

some type of prediction as to an employee's behavior on some

type of work task. This assumes that certain skills, no

matter how minimal, are needed to perform that task. The

company making the selection assumes that the employee will
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company making the selection assumes that the employee will

at least have a reasonable chance of achieving that skill.

Unfortunately, most selection techniques are used very

unsystematically and without any definite knowledge of their

usefulness. The most commonly used selection devices are

application forms, the employment interview, aptitude and

personality tests, and employment references. All of the

above selection techniques have their inherent advantages

and disadvantages; among these limitations are interviewer

bias, lack of employee data reliability, and unwillingness

on the part of the job reference to release information.

With the exception of psychological tests, which have been

inconsistant in predicting job behavior, (1) the other three

techniques (job application forms, interviews, and employ-

ment references) are almost universally adhered to and a vital

part of the employment process. Nothing in this study suggests

that these three selection techniques should in any way

be eliminated.

Prior to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (8)

companies basically had a free rein in choosing,

terminating, and promoting employees. The worst abuse of

this freedom was made by the old "straw boss," who

generally had absolute power to hire or not hire the

employees under his or her supervision. Great excesses and

travesties were conducted by many organizations who hired

exclusively on the bases of the applicant's sex and race.

,..,..
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Title VII of the Civil Rights of 1964 directly addressed

this issue and subsequently made it illegal to hire on the

basis of race, sex, creed, religion, or national origin.

Selection instruments such as tests were put under great

scrutiny and in many cases were held to be in violation of

Title VII; companies were forced to examine their

traditional selection criteria and found that many were not

predicting employee performance.

In 1978, the Uniform Employee Selection Guidelines (7)

was published to further define the legal parameters of

selection within Title VII. The Uniform Employee Selection

Guidelines outlined procedures for testing validation,

adverse impact, etc. These standards permanently changed

the nature of employee selection and in many cases forced

companies to alter significantly their selection criteria

and methods. In some cases, frustrated companies simply

abandoned the logical attempt to select and began to hire on

as neutral a basis as possible, i.e., first come, first

served. In these cases great damage was done to the

organization because the company simply gave up and assumed

there was nothing that could be done within the parameters

of the law. Although the law has most probably been both

widely misunderstood and misinterpreted by many employers,

the result of the Uniform Employee Selection Guidelines is

that it is much more difficult for organizations to hire.

Without doubt, the other end of the spectrum is equally
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important. The law also made it more difficult for

employers to terminate employees without supportable cause.

The significance of this fact has a notably direct bearing

on selection. For example, if it is difficult to fire an

employee, it is even more important to be sure that the

right person is hired. Thus the advent of Title VII made

employee selection in today's work environment even more

critical.

Statement of the Problem

The problem with which this study is concerned is to

evaluate criteria which can predict tenure for employees in

an industry setting through the use of a biographic-demographic

scoring model.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

possibility that a biographic-demographic pre-employment

scoring model can be used as a tool in the selection of

manufacturing operators.

Theoretical Framework

The focus of this study revolves around four major

premises. The first premise is that biographic and

demographic data can be related to tenure in a non-exempt

labor intensive job. The second premise is that these data

can be assimilated into an interactive model to predict

tenure for a randomly selected hold-out group. The third is
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that the interactive model can be coded and scored by a

microcomputer operated by a person who has no knowledge of

the model. The fourth premise is that the model can predict

tenure over a two-year period.

Significance of the Study

The search for a simple and accurate employee selection

system has been a major business objective since the turn of

the century. The major direction of this search has been to

try to discover a paper and pencil test battery which will

yield an accurate score and which will in turn accurately

predict a person's performance on the job. To date, this

search has been largely unsuccessful in areas other than

skill or knowledge testing. In other words, if is possible

to administer a typing test to predict a secretary's typing

skills, and it is possible to test the level of knowledge

that a secretarial job applicant has concerning fundamental

business practices; it is not, however, possible to

determine accurately by testing how a secretarial job

applicant will interact socially within specified work

environment, nor is it possible to test for the probability

that this secretary will remain on the job for a reasonable

length of time. Both of these latter attributes may be more

important to the organization than the secretary's basic

levels of business knowledge and typing skills.
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The thrust of traditional employment tests has been

that areas such as social skills and tenure probability are

anchored in personality and psychological factors. The

premise of this study is that a person's probability of

turnover is anchored in biographic and demographic

background data as opposed to personality and psychological

test scores. This premise is supported by Fleishman and

Berniger (3). The method of dealing with the biographic and

demographic data is the weighted application blank (WAB).

This technique is a statistical process which assigned

numerical weights to certain aspects of a person's

background. Thus an applicant's background (the major

source of background is generally the job application blank)

can be scored and some type of prediction model can be

developed. In almost all cases the purpose for scoring the

application is to predict a single criterion, among which

are tenure, employee theft, employee creativity, and job

performance. Fleishman and Berniger (3) report that the

weighted application blank technique has the most

probability of success in predicting a criterion.

The significance of this study lies primarily in the

opportunity to validate the weighted application blank (WAB)

as a method for hiring unskilled employees in a factory

setting. With tenure as the established criterion,

employees, who comprise the population, were hired without

regard for WAB scores. This fact provides an unparalleled
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opportunity to examine predicted against actual outcomes,

which was the basis for this study.

A major assumption behind the WAB technique is that

there is clearly a difference between people who meet and do

not meet a criterion. For example, there must be

differences between people who quit within the first three

months of employment versus those who stay more than a year;

otherwise, if there were no differences, why would those

people have left during the first three months? The

assumption behind a weighted application blank is that there

are identifiable and quantifiable characteristics in a

person's background that can be scored and offer clues to

the probability of a person meeting the criterion the

weighted application blank was designed to predict. Simply

stated, the WAB offers a statistical window into a person's

past, and the past is the best predictor of the future.

In spite of the overall positive successes of the

weighted application blank approach, there appear to be

three major problems. The first problem is that when the

weighted application blank is actively used in industry, the

interviewer using the weighted application score is

frequently likely to subtly or even unsubtly coach an

applicant. This coaching gives clues as to how the

applicant should complete the application blank so they will

have an increased likelihood of achieving a specified

criteria within the weighted application blank parameters.
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An interviewer might be led to coach an applicant because of

hiring goals or prejudices that the interviewer may have.

For example, an interviewer who is favorably disposed toward

an applicant may tell that applicant to be sure and fill in

every single blank on the application. The interviewer, in

this instance, may know that 100 percent completion of the

application blank is worth a heavy statistical weight, which

will significantly increase the applicant's chance of being

hired. Conversely, an interviewer who is not favorably

disposed towards an applicant may tell an applicant not to

be overly concerned with the application blank, with full

knowledge that this would increase the likelihood of the

applicant omitting certain items, which would cause the

applicant to be less likely to qualify within the scoring

parameters of the weighted application blank. Thus, with

the method by which the weighted application blank is

traditionally scored, "applicant coaching" is a necessary

evil because it necessitates that the interviewer know what

the scoring parameter is. Otherwise, the interviewer could

not determine the weighted application blank probability.

A scoring system could be developed for scoring the

application which would keep the scores from the job

interviewer. For example, the interviewer could call in

data to a central office and the probability of tenure could

be fed back via phone. In practice, this would be a very

cumbersom procedure. Furthermore, it would be difficult, if
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not impossible, to be certain all applications were being

called in. Conseqeuntly, the need remains for a scoring

system which can be administered on site or for decisions

where immediacy is not criticized, results could be mailed.

The second problem is that while the weighted

application blank is consistently reported in the literature

as being an excellent predictor of tenure, there is only one

sophisticated weighted application blank study (6) in the

area of nonskilled employees. This may be due to the lack

of thorough employee application information available for

most unskilled jobs. Yet, the importance of doing studies

in the non-skilled manufacturing areas is emphasized by the

fact that there are millions of jobs in the United States in

this job category. Thus, perhaps the greatest area for a

weighted application blank usage may have been overlooked.

A third problem is that no predictive criterion

validation studies have been performed. Almost all weighted

application blank studies have stopped at the cross

validation stage. The reasons for this are twofold. To

conduct a study beyond cross validation requires years of

actual employee experience upon which to draw in order to

make a success or failure determination, and this is very

time consuming and expensive. Perhaps the most compelling

reason, however, is that the classic predictive validation

model requires an employer to hire people whom they feel

will not meet the criterion for which the weighted
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application blank was designed to predict. In other words,

in using predictive validation strategy, the weighted

application blank were designed to predict tenure, the

employer must, in fact, hire people that the weighted

application blank predicts to be short tenured. Most

employers who have taken the time and expense to develop a

weighted application blank model are not willing to

compromise their hiring standards by hiring potential

failures.

The thrust of this study to develop a weighted

application blank that can circumvent these three problems

and can be scored on a microcomputer. The scoring technique

is designed in such a way that the interviewer does not know

what the scoring parameters are, and the score is determined

simply by entering application blank data into a computer.

The computer retains the score and scrambles it in such a

way that it is difficult, if not impossible for the

interviewer to determine the true scoring parameters.

Furthermore, this weighted application blank study is

directed toward a non-skilled applicant for a sewing machine

job. Finally, the employer in this study agreed to hire

people without regard to their weighted application blank

scores that were previously developed. This allowed an

unparalleled opportunity to perform a true predictive

validity study by comparing actual cases of both low and

high scoring weighted application blank applicants. Thus,
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there is the opportunity for a significant contribution to

the field of employee selection.

Limitations of the Study

The data used in the study are limited by the nature of

the application blank which the factory has been using for

three years. In other words, the application blank was

never intended to collect biographic and demographic data

for the purposes of doing a criterion study. Also, the data

collected on the application blanks are incomplete since

some applicants were much more thorough than others. In the

cases where there were missing data, the biographic or

demographic items are not used in the model development.

The study is limited by the nature of the qualification

process. Specifically trained analysts coded data from the

application blanks, which required the making of frequent

judgment decisions. [For example, under the codification

for "reason for leaving last job", an applicant might write

"boss". The analyst must then determine exactly what the

word "boss" means. It could mean that the boss fired the

person, which is a negative reason. Conversely, it could

mean that the boss was transferred to another company, and

the employee left to follow the boss, which is a positive

reason and perhaps should be codified under the reason

"better job".] The problem of interpreting data is further

compounded by the fact that when the WAB is used, the

interviewer must be able to enter such data into the
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computer in the same way that the information was

interpreted during the codification process. Extreme

caution is taken in both the recording of the data and the

subsequent entry of the data. Nevertheless, there still

remains options for misinterpretations, misjudgments.

There is no external control group. The entire plant

hiring process is used as a universe. The plant exists of

approximately 1,000 employees in a sewing machine operation.

Since the employer agreed to hire people without respect to

their weighted application blank scores, it was determined

that a classic predictive validity model could be

constructed. Good prudent statistical techniques does not

require a control group when the classic model can be used.

In effect, the control group becomes the people who are

hired in spite of the fact they scored low on the weighted

application blank parameter. The study takes place over a

two-year time period. Obviously changes in the economy,

working conditions, etc., occurred. In fact, a major

limitation of this study is that there was an overall

slowdown in hiring at the study factory and thus the number

of subjects was limited; the limited number of subjects

decreases the chances of achieving a normally accepted level

of statistical significance. Changes are further compounded

by the fact that tenure prediction was made on data that is

two to three years old. Certainly, whatever improvements

are made in the turnover rate could be even more accurate
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with more current data. However, the very nature of the WAB

process does not allow this to occur simply because of the

fact that six months must elapse before it is known whether

or not an employee has succeeded (achieved long tenure).

Nevertheless, in spite of these limitations, it is felt that

this particular research design is tight, and it offers one

of the few times in the history of industrial psychology

research where a true criterion study can be performed.

Definition of Terms

The following terms are defined as they relate to this

study.

A weighted application blank (WAB) is an application

blank to which certain items (questions) are assigned

empirical weights based on their statistical relationship to

a specific criterion. Thus, a Weighted Application Blank.

The weighted items are then summed in order to predict the

criterion. The Chi square model is appropriate for

selecting specific items because it will indicate the

probability that the results for a specific item could have

occurred due to chance.

A short-tenured employee is one who voluntarily

terminated before six months of employment.

A long-tenured employee is any employee who stayed on

the job longer than six months.
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Codification is the process of assigning empirical

weights to biographical and demographical information on the

application blank.

The criterion is a specific observable and measurable

employee behavior, e.g., voluntarily quit before three

months, missed three days work in the last twelve months,

was caught stealing from the employer, etc.

The weighted application blank score is the composite

score that is derived from a weighted application blank.

The holdout group is composed of twenty-five short-

tenured criterion employees and twenty-five long-tenured

criterion employees who were held out of the original sample

and not used for the purposes of developing the weighted

application blank. The weighted application blank score was

applied against this group to determine its validity.

The cross validation group is the same as holdout

group.

The computer program is a microcomputer based program

that determines the weighted application blank score on the

basis of inputs by an interviewer. These inputs are

scrambled in such a manner that the interviewer does not

know the items to which the scoring weights are attached or

what the scoring weights themselves are.
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A manufacturing employee is a non-exempt person working

at a sewing machine job in a large factory of over 1,000

employees.

Development of Hypotheses

This dissertation revolves around the statistical

confirmation of three hypotheses. The first step in the

design of this study is the development of a biographic and

demographic scoring scale based on historical tenure results

in the plant.

Hypothesis One

Hypothesis One is stated as follows. There will be no

significant difference between an empirically scored

biographic-demographic index and historical tenure in a

direct labor manufacturing plant.

The statistical procedure used for testing hypothesis

one is the cardinal and nominal coding of 79 discreet bits

of biographic-demographic information for 99 short-tenured

and 100 long-tenured manufacturing employees. The data on

26 short-tenured and 24 long-tenured employees are randomly

removed from the sample for the confirmation of the second

hypothesis. The biographic and demographic data for the

remaining 74 short- and 75 long-tenured employees are

subjected to step-wise discriminant function analysis (DFA).

The items selected by the discriminant function analysis

process as those best able to discriminate between the
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long- and short-tenured employees are tested for statistical

significance. A level of significance of .05 or better is

accepted as confirmation of the alternate hypothesis. If

the .05 level of significance is not achieved, the null

hypothesis is accepted and the remaining two hypotheses are

considered moot.

Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis two is stated as follows. There will be no

significant difference between a biographic-demographic

score and historical tenure for a randomly selected group of

26 short- and 24 long-tenured employees who were not used as

a data base for the development of the biographic-demographic

score.

In the statistical procedure for testing hypothesis

two, a two-by-two chi square process is used. Once the

weighted scores were determined, the hold out subjects are

classified as to whether they were in fact long or short

tenure. The scoring model developed in testing the first

hypothesis is applied against the 26 short- and 24 long-

tenured "hold out" employees. The level of significance is

hypothesis three is moot since the scoring model is

considered invalid.

Hypothesis Three

Hypothesis three is stated as follows. There will be

no significant difference between an empirically scored
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biographic-demographic index and tenure over a two-year

period in an intensive labor manufacturing plant for the

main study sample.

Rejection of hypothesis three is the crux of this

dissertation. This is the hypothesis that determines the

true worth of hypotheses one and two. In other words, if

the model cannot predict future tenure, then hypotheses one

and two are nothing more than interesting statistical

exercises with no "hard" consequences in the real world. If

null hypothesis three is rejected, then it can be said with

confidence that the model has bridged the difficult chasm

between statistical significance and practical significance.

The two-by-five chi square table will be the reporting

method for the testing of this hypothesis. The scoring

model that was developed in the rejection of hypothesis one,

and cross--validated in hypothesis two, is applied against

actual results for long- and short-tenured employees. It is

important to note that the employees used in the testing of

this hypothesis are different from those in the cross

validation. It is critical to note that employee hiring was

done without regard to the biographic-demographic score.

The .20 level of significance is used as a basis for

rejection of the hypothesis. The less stringent level of

significance was chosen for the testing of this hypothesis

because of the small sample that was available during the
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two-year period over which the data were collected and

tabulated.

Methodology

The following steps are used in the methodology.

1. The first step is to select the criterion. It is

imperative that the criterion be specific and crystal clear

so that any objective observer can agree whether or not the

criterion is, in fact, met. For purposes of this study

employees are separated into two criterion groups: (a)

short tenure and (b) long tenure. A short-tenured employee

(criterion A) is any employee who voluntarily terminated

during the first six months of employment. A long-tenured

employee (criterion B) is an employee who has been with a

company at least six months and not more than three years. No

employee with more than three years is considered because

the data are too old to be of significant use.

2. One hundred long- and short-tenured employees were

identified on the basis of the above definition.

3. The data on twenty-six employees from the short-

tenured criterion group and twenty-four employees from the

long-tenured criterion group were randomly reserved; these

data are not used in the development of the weighted

application blank scores.

4. Seventy-nine application blank items were codified.

See Appendix A for a list of these items.
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5. A trained analyst codified these seventy-nine items

into a spreadsheet for entry into a computer, and data on

the seventy-nine items were entered into an IBM 360 for both

the seventy-five long-tenured and seventy-five short-tenured

employees. The discriminant function analysis technique

was used to select items which, concomitant with each other,

can statistically discriminate between long- and short-

tenured employees.

6. The discriminant function analysis model was then

reduced to a series of scores for those items selected, and

those scores were accumulated into a probability model. The

probability is the likelihood of an employee terminating

within six months of employment.

7. The scores were applied against the fifty holdout

group and predictions were made against the twenty-six

short-tenured holdouts and the twenty-four long-tenured

holdouts. This was the cross-validation step.

8. If the scores were stastically significant when

applied against the holdouts, a specially written computer

program was used to scramble the scores.

9. Company employees were trained how to administer

the scoring technique via the computer. The employees

entered into the computer a series of biographic-demographic

determinants about each selected job applicant. The

computer scores these determinants and lists the probability

of an appLicant remaining on the job for six months.
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10. Employees were hired for two years without regard

to their WAB scores, and successes (stayed longer than six

months) and failures (terminated prior to six months) were

tracked for two years.

11. Finally the successes and failures were measured

against the weighted application blank data predictions to

determine if there were statistically significant (.20)

relationships between WAB scores and tenure.

Summary

Selection is of paramount importance in the achievement

of organizational goals. It may be the most important step

when consideration is given to the fact that organizations

are composed of people and that it is easier to select good

people than it is to hire the wrong people and change them.

As discussed further in Chapter II, there is a large amount

of literature in the area of employee selection, although

very few studies offer any real hope for a long-term

selection system or methodology that can consistently select

optimum employees for employment. One possible predictive

method revolves around the development and use of the

weighted application blank (WAB) process. However, as with

other selection techniques, the WAB process is not without

its problems. The purpose of this study is to compensate

for some of the inherent weaknesses of the weighted

application blank process by utilizing a computer in the
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weighted application blank selection process. A key element

in this study is that the selected population of employees

was hired without regard to their weighted application blank

scores. Thus? this study is perhaps the only study where

predictive validation via "blind" hiring is possible.

Chapter III deals more specifically with the

methodology and the presentation of the data. Chapter IV is

devoted to the analysis of the data and the results of the

hypothesis testing. Finally, Chapter V contains a detailed

discussion of the results including the conclusions and

recommendations for future studies in this area.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

It is impossible to hire an employee without some

manner of selection. Even to say that the first ten humans

to show up in the morning will be hired for the job is to

select on the basis of who has the initiative to be there on

time or perhaps camp out the night before. These factors

may or may not be related to success on the job. Selection

simply must occur before employment can begin.

Selection is a particularly important aspect in the

achievement of organizational objectives because there is

little evidence that basic human character can be changed.

As Herzberg says, "Birth is easier than resurrection" (12).

To paraphrase, it is far easier to hire correctly than it is

to hire incorrectly and then effectively alter the basic

character of the miss-hire. Selection is paramount to a-

successful organization. It is the foundation upon which an

organization rests and unless it is built upon rock, it is

destined to crumble like sand.

Given the crucial importance of selection, it is fair

to ask, What works in choosing people for jobs? What

legitimate evidence is there to support any particular

method or technique for employee selection? Unfortunately,

there is little evidence to show that any particular selection

25
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technique works well enough to achieve a consistantly

significant success rate.

The Weighted Application Blank

It is wise to examine the underlying assumptions and

rationale for any important course of action. If the

rationale of the course of action is not sound, then it is

self evident that the course of action itself cannot be

sound. The primary assumption upon which the use of the

weighted application blank rests is that a person's past

activities, actions, and patterns of behavior are a useful

predictor of that person's behavior in the future. England

has written the most comprehensive work to date on the

weighted application blank (WAB), which is based on "how a

person has behaved in the past or by characteristics

associated with past behavior" (5, p. 4). Simply stated,

the past is the best predictor of the future. Fleishman and

Berniger state that "The rationale for using the application

blank (though this is seldom verbalized explicitly) is that

the applicant's personal history, such as his previous

experience and interests, is predictive of his future success

on the job" (6, p. 66).

It seems only logical to assume that the more a

prospective employer can learn about a person's background,

the better that employer can predict the job behavior of

that employee. The early roots of this reliance on past

behavior for the purpose of predicting future behavior can
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be found in the works of Freud and Adler; Theories of

Personality, Hall and Lindzey (10) refer to the "style of

life" concept developed first by Freud and then expanded by

Adler. Essentially, a person develops a fairly set style of

life between the age of four and five. This style is

comprised of a set of values, principles, and behavior

patterns that the individual uses to interpret life and

subsequent behavior. It is the interpretation that will

manifest itself in a behavior pattern which will leave

observable and quantifiable tracks. Thus, if a person can

detect and measure the tracks, a valuable window can be

constructed into the person's future behavior. Every person

has his own style of life that, on one hand, is unique and,

on the other hand, can be categorized with similar

lifestyles. Guthrie says, "The outstanding feature of human

behavior is its repetitiousness, and repetitiousness is our

chief predictive basis when we attempt to describe the

nature of a man. . . people can sometimes be trusted to do

the expected thing in a large variety of situations" (9, p.

58).

The attempt to define and understand the lifestyle of a

person is central to the development of the weighted

application blank. It can be said that the weighted

application blank is the scientific method applied to

employee selection. Guion states that the weighted

application blank is "raw empiricism at the extreme" (8, p.
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382). This view may seem harsh, but it is directed at the

stark reality of the weighted application blank, which is

that the weighted application blank ultimately produces a

single score, and that score will most likely be an integral

element in the decision to offer or not offer an applicant a

job. England says, "The practical use of a Weighted

Application Blank in selection suffices the need for making

a decision about the likelihood of success for an applicant

in a particular occupation" (5, p. 41). Blum and Naylor

(2), who also refer to this issue, discuss at length the

single versus multiple criterion issue in the area of

employee selection. While the weighted application blank is

capable of dealing with more than one criterion, there is no

avoiding of the fact that the decision eventually produces a

single score. This is difficult for many people to accept.

Blum and Naylor respond to this criticism by emphasizing

that no matter how complex the issue of selection and

employment, the decision to hire or not to hire is a single

decision. It is inescapable that the entire selection issue

boils down to that stark reality. The weighted application

blank is a method of arriving at that single decision.

England says, "The intelligent development of Weighted

Application Blanks continues to rely on the three hallmarks

of progress in selection: Standardization, Quantification

and Understanding" (5, p. 4).
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With this consideration and methodology, the weighted

application blank attempts to combine aspects of a person's

background in such a way as to predict whether or not that

person will be successful in the job. The aspects of a

person's background are assigned numerical weights which

comprise a composite score and which predicts success or

failure to achieve the specified criterion. Rosenbaum

states that "The greatest value of the Weighted Application

Blank (WAB), or any predictive instrument, is its ability to

assist in identifying the best and potential performers (25,

p. 79). Hinrichs views the weighted application blank from

the perspective of a gambler; he states that weighted

application blank is a method which allows the company "to

express a candidate's application blank score in terms of

the odds of his becoming a high performer. . . . Although

far from perfect, the Weighted Application Blank has at

least brought the selection procedure out of the pure chance

category (13, p. 59).

Perhaps the gambling analogy is a facet of the appeal

of the weighted application blank. Most businessmen realize

that business is a gamble and that there are risks inherent

in almost any business decision. Risks apply to hiring and

the weighted application blank is a method for defining the

parameters of the risk. With a properly constructed and

administered weighted application blank, a manager can state

with a degree of confidence that the probability of a
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particular person staying on the job for a year is .5 or .3,

or whatever the weighted application blank table predicts.

With this probability, the informed manager can also project

costs associated with miss-hires, applicant flow, etc.

Above all, the weighted application blank is tangible and

takes a position, and this is attractive to many potential

users.

Another attractive part of the weighted application

blank is that consistency is particularly important in

consideration of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (37) and the

subsequent Uniform Employee Selection Guidelines of 1978

(36). A critical part of this legislation is that "What is

sauce for the goose must be sauce for the gander." Although

much of the original focus of this legislation was on what

one can and cannot do in the employment process, it has

since been realized by many companies that the real thrust

of the law is fairness, and that fairness is consistency for

all job applicants without regard to race, sex, religion, or

national origin.

A final rationale for use of the weighted application

blank is that it provides a tool for prescreening when there

is a large number of applicants for only a few jobs.

England states that "Such a procedure would seem warranted

when the number of applicants is considerably greater than

the number of positions available or when it is expensive to

bring applicants in for interviewing and testing (5, p. 41).
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In this situations, there needs to be some logical basis for

screening the job applicants down to manageable number of

people who can then undergo much more intensive screening.

In summary, the rational for use of the weighted

application blank is that it presents a logical, manageable

and consistent tool for selection or prescreening job

applicants against a pre-specified criterion.

Studies on the Use of the Weighted
Application Blank

The weighted application blank process is not new; some

of the first studies were conducted in the 1920s. This was

the same period during which Trice (35) reports that Taylor

did his work in the area of "scientific" management. There

was a great deal of interest at that time in learning more

about management and how to apply "scientific" principles to

all aspects of management. Actuarial science was an

integral part of the "scientific" movement, and it seemed

only logical to apply the actuary method to the area of

employee selection. Trice says that "The Weighted

Application Blank approach is also academically respectable,

having roots in actuarial and statistical methods." (35, p.

207).

One of the earliest studies was conducted by Russell

and Cope (36) in 1912. Their work was directed at the

selection of life insurance salesmen. They reported that

there was a relationship between biographic and demographic
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data and success and tenure as a salesman. It seems fitting

that the first studies were conducted around the sales job.

The sales job lends itself to quantification in terms of a

direct sales measurement. Also, the direct dollar impact of

hiring a poor versus a good salesman are easy to measure.

Manson (18) also conducted some interesting and significant

weighted application blank studies in this time period. She

was one of the first researchers to go beyond a single-item

relationship, reporting a relationship between several items

in tandem. Two other studies of note in this time period

reported relationships between job application items and

sales success. These studies were conducted by Goldsmith

(7) and Ream (24). As with the studies conducted by

Russell and Cope (26), both of these studies were directed

towards improving the selection ratio of companies that were

basically sales oriented.

Although work of these pioneers cannot be ignored

because they forged a trail and set the direction for

hundreds of other studies that followed, unfortunately,

these studies omitted a crucial step in weighted application

blank construction; this was the step of cross-validation.

The importance of this step cannot be minimized. In fact,

without the cross-validation step, the value of the weighted

application blank process can be seriously questioned.

Cross-validation is simply a statistical step that involves

"holding out" a random sample of subjects in the weighted
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application blank study and not using these hold-out

subjects in the construction of the weighted application

blank score. Once the weights are developed, they are

applied (cross-validated) against the hold-out subjects; if

the WAB can predict the criterion for the hold-out subjects,

it can be said with confidence that it has predictive

utility. A failure to cross-validate opens up the

significant probability that the item relationship could

have simply occurred due to chance. For example, if a

researcher is statistically testing ten biographic and

demographic items for significance to the .10 level, it is

probable that one of the ten items was significant due to

chance. Simply stated,cross-validation minimizes the

"chance" that a discovered weighted application blank

relationship occurred due to randomness.

In spite of the critical nature of the cross-validation

procedure, the large majority of WAB studies performed have

not been cross-validated. This is probably for one of three

reasons: either the researcher was not aware of the

importance of cross-validation, the survey sample was too

small to obtain an effective hold-out sample, or the

researcher tried to cross-validate, failed, and decided to

publish the results without reference to cross-validation.

England (5) , in his landmark survey of weighted application

blank studies, examined several hundred studies and found

only thirty-six that were adequately cross-validated.
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With reference to the vital nature of the cross-

validation issue, the survey of the literature in this study

will not concern itself further with studies unless they

have met the stringent test of cross-validation.

Furthermore, studies will be examined only in the four

predominant areas for which a weighted application blank has

been used. These are the areas (criterion) of productivity,

creativity, theft, and tenure.

The obvious reason for the use of a weighted

application blank is to improve employee selection. To many

managers, the improvement of selection can be defined in

terms of hiring more productive people. For example, "Hire

more people who will sell more or produce more widgets."

The first weighted application blank studies were directed

at this effort. However, the problem is that productivity

is a very elusive element in terms of precise and fair

measurement. On the surface, it seems that productivity

would be an easy measurement process. It appears easy until

considerations for sales territory, experience, etc., are

considered. A salesman who sells 100 insurance policies in

an economically depressed area might be doing a better a job

than a salesman who sells 200 policies in an affluent area.

In spite of this variable-measurement difficulty, some

acceptable weighted application blank studies used a

performance or productivity criterion. Scollay (29) used

salary increases as the performance measure in his study.
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His assumption was that a person would not have been given a

salary increase without a justifiable performance reason.

In this study he found a significant validity correlation

coefficient of .21. In another study, Scollay (28) examined

the success ratings for a group of assistant managers and

found a significant validity correlation coefficient of .39.

Management performance ratings were the criterion in a

1965 study conducted at the University of Utah by Taylor,

Ellison, and Tucker (33). Their subjects were scientists,

and they achieved a validity correlation coefficient of .55.

In another study (34), this same group of researchers used

number of publications as the criterion. This is generally

considered to be a better criterion basis because the number

of a subject's publications can be much more objective than

supervisory ratings. The validity correlation coefficient

in this study was .62.

Scientists were also the focus of a study conducted by

Smith and others (32). These researchers studied both

performance ratings and creativity ratings for the

scientists. the validity correlation coefficient they found

for creativity was .52, and the validity correlation

coefficient for performance ratings was .61.

In spite of the large amount of work in the sales area,

only one study was found where performance was the

criterion, and the study was also cross-validated. Baehr

and Williams (1) examined both sales performance ratings and
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sales volume. They found a validity correlation

coefficient of .42 for performance ratings and a validity

correlation coefficient of .50 for sales volume.

The area of measuring and selecting for creativity was

the focus of several sound weighted application blank

studies. In almost all cases these studies are directed

towards scientists. A significant amount of the interest in

creativity can be attributed to the fact that certain

aspects of creativity can be measured. For example, one can

measure the number of patents a scientist applies for or the

number of publications he submits. While it can be argued

that the quality of patents or publications is an issue,

this matter cannot be easily resolved; it is, however, easy

to count the number of patent and publication applications.

Buel, Albright, Glennon (3) used supervisory ratings of

creativity in their study in which both publications and

patents were considerations. In this study, they achieved

a .57 validity correlation coefficient. In the same study

these researchers (3) also measured only the number of

patents and publications, they found validity correlation

coefficients of .29 and .32, respectively.

Ellison, James, and Carron (4) also used patents and

publications for a study. They found validity correlation

coefficients of .37 for number of publications and .59 for

the number of patents. Moffie (21) developed a creative

contribution index for a group of engineers. Biographic and
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demographic items were examined, and a validity correlation

coefficient of .25 was found. Petroleum research

scientists were the focus of a study by Smith and others

(32). Two of the criterion they examined were creativity

ratings and the number of patent disclosures. They found a

validity correlation coefficient of .52 for creativity

ratings and .51 for patent disclosures. In addition to the

measurement of productivity by scientists at the University

of Utah, Taylor, Ellison and Tucker (33, 34) measured

supervisory creativity ratings and number of publications.

They found a validity correlation coefficient of .52 for

creativity ratings and .62 for number of publications.

The evidence seems strong that a relationship exists

between certain aspects of creativity and biographic-

demographic data. The objective nature of number of

publications and patents lends itself to the establishment

of this relationship.

Employee theft has been a relatively recent area for

the use of the weighted application blank methodology. The

basic criterion is to separate employees who are apprehended

for theft from those employees who are not apprehended. On

the surface, this is a clean and discreet measurement that

lends itself quite nicely to the weighted application blank

application, i.e., either you are caught stealing or you are

not. However, a deeper examination raises a key issue:

What about the employees who are stealing but have not been
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discovered? This dilemma has been accepted by the following

rationalization: if it is known who is stealing, a weighted

application blank can be developed against that criterion;

theft is not known among the unapprehended group, but it

will just have to be recognized that there are undoubtedly

some thieves in that group. Only one significant study uses

theft as a weighted application blank criterion; Rosenbaum's

(25) study was cross-validated and reached a validity

correlation coefficient of .63. Rosenbaum says that "The

positive results suggest that some organizations might use

Weighted Application Blank scores to reduce internal theft

by scheduling differential surveillance for potentially

high-risk employees" (25, p. 97). The study by Rosenbaum

opens the door for more research in the area of screening

for employee theft.

Length of service or job tenure has been the primary

area of focus for weighted application blank methodology for

two reasons. First, either a person quit or they did not;

in other words, the tenure criterion is easy to measure and

work with as a weighted application blank criterion.

Second, turnover is an expensive and troublesome problem in

many industries; even a 1 percent reduction in the attrition

rate for a large company can save thousands of dollars per

year. The Weighted Application Blank approach to reducing

employee turnover addresses the problem before the fact;

specifically, the weighted application blank approach is
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that turnover can be best solved by doing a more

satisfactory job of hiring. This philosophy is consistent

with that of this study. As with the studies in the areas

of performance, creativity, and theft, only properly cross-

validated studies are discussed in the area of employee

tenure.

Off ice employees have been the focus of many weighted

application blank studies. Perhaps this is because turnover

among this group of employees is more 'painful to a company

and more expensive than employee turnover at the factory

level. A study by Johnson, Newton, and Peek (14) achieved a

high correlation of .62 and confirms the usefulness of the

weighted application blank as a tool in reducing clerical

turnover. These researchers believe that "This study has

supported the usefulness of the Weighted Application Blank

technique as a selection device in the public sector" (14.,

p. 42). Johnson, Newton, and Peek also refer to a study by

Dunnette and others that used over 200 female office

employees as the basis for a weighted application study.

They found validity correlation coefficients ranging

from .38 to .73. This is similar to the results achieved by

Fleishman and Berniger (6) in their classic 1960 study, who

found a .42 validity correlation coefficient, and who state

that "The Weighted Application Blank did possess a high

degree of validity for predicting tenure" (6, p. 61).

Another tenure study by Kirchner and Dunnette (15) found a
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validity correlation coefficient of .42 for a group of 93

office employees, and Minor (19) found a validity

correlation coefficient of .46 in his tenure study.

The automated office was the focus of a study by Shott,

Albright, and Glennon (31). They found that office turnover

could be predicted using a weighted application blank,

achieving a validity correlation coefficient of .48.

Wernimont (38) examined biographic-demographic data for 206

government service level office personnel. This study was

adequately cross-validated and achieved a .34 validity

correlation coefficient.

Turnover among salesmen was the primary focus of a

study conducted by Baehr and Williams (1). They used a

sample of 226 salesmen and found a .30 validity correlation

coefficient. While this is a significant relationship

between biographic-demographic data and tenure for salesmen,

it is interesting to note that these researchers also

examined sales performance ratings and sales volume and

found a higher level of validity correlation coefficient

at .42 and .50, respectively. Livingston (16) achieved one

of the highest validity correlation coefficient (.83) in the

literature of legitimate weighted application blank studies.

This is particularly remarkable when consideration is given

to the fact that there were only 50 route salesmen used in

this study. A pioneering study in 1951 by Mosel and Wade
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(22) examined the relationship between biographic-

demographic data and tenure for department store sales

clerks. This is one of the few studies that investigates

weighted application blank utility for this job level. They

found a .41 validity correlation coefficient.

The focus of this study is the development and

validation of a weighted application blank for a factory

level position. The literature of cross-validated studies

in this area revealed only one study. Perhaps this is

because this level of job is not as expensive in terms of

its turnover cost as are other types of jobs. Also, less

biographic-demographic data are usually available for this

type of position. The one legitimate study was conducted in

1967 by Scott and Johnson (30). They used a sample size of

50 and found a .45 validity correlation coefficient.

Employee tenure is the primary direction of most

weighted application blank studies. Tenure is easier to

agree on and measure than criterion such as performance and

creativity. Furthermore, it can be argued that tenure is a

secondary measurement of factors such as productivity and

creativity. In other words, employees who did not perform

or exhibit creativity (if that is part of the job

requirement) would most likely not become long-tenured

employees. Thus, tenure may be a measure for many factors

other than length of service.
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Weighted Application Blank Problems

Although the weighted application blank has been

consistently demonstrated to be a useful tool in employee

selection, its use is not without problems. Perhaps the

most difficult problem with the weighted application blank

is the selection of the criterion to be measured. England

states that careful measurement of the criterion cannot be

over-emphasized since the value of the entire study is

dependent on the adequacy and accuracy of the criterion"

(5, p. 11). Blum and Naylor take even a more stringent

view; they state that "The criterion is basic to all

measurement in Industrial Psychology, and to overstate its

importance would be literally impossible" (2, p. 193).

Thus, the criterion problem exposes a weakness of the

weighted application blank approach because it is so

difficult to obtain clean and precise measurements of almost

any variable. This is why the majority of weighted

application blank studies are limited to the three areas of

creativity, tenure, and performance. As was stated earlier

in this study, even these criteria are not without problems.

Another problem with the weighted application blank

methodology is that there is a need for many subjects in

order to achieve validation and subsequent cross-validation.

England (5, p. 41) says that you should get as many as

possible; his model specifies 75 subjects in both the high

and low criterion groups. Halsey (11) stipulates a minimum
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of at least 50 in these two groups. Regardless whether the

number is 75 or 50, it is usually very difficult to find

that many subjects in a given job category. Thus the

weighted application blank is applicable to only a few

situations.

Another limitation on the use of the weighted

application blank is that it is best suited for the

measurement of a single criterion. In other words, it would

be very difficult to measure for tenure and productivity

combined and virtually impossible to add a third criterion

to this group. This is because the addition of other

criteria to the original criterion will further decrease the

survey subjects and make it almost impossible to achieve an

acceptable level of cross-validation. England says that in

order to use a multiple criterion for a weighted application

blank study, "It would be necessary to have an adequate

measure of job proficiency already established and recorded,

since it would be impossible to develop any new criterion of

proficiency for employees already separated" (5, p. 11).

The scarcity of biographic and demographic data

presents a problem in a weighted application blank study.

Few if any job application blanks were constructed for the

purpose of developing a weighted application blank. Hence,

much needed information is simply not available to the

researcher. Obviously, the more complete the job

application blank, the greater the probability of success.
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This particular problem is compounded if the job application

were changed during the time the study occurred. If this

happens to be the case, and there is not complete

consistency between the application blanks, many items will

have to be discarded, and thus the chances for a cross-

validated study are compromised.

Another problem with the use of the weighted

application blank is the occurrence of contingency items.

Mahoney who refers to this problem in his weighted

application blank article, says, "For example, responses to

a question asking for number of dependent children, will be

contingent in large part upon a previous question concerning

marital status" (17, p. 61). Obviously, a careless

researcher who is not aware of this contingency issue would

assign weights to both items as thus skew the validity.

Furthermore, the "marriage" examples listed by Mahoney is

fairly obvious. In reality, there are many more subtle

contingency items that are not easily recognized.

There is also a problem with the application of the

weighted application blank in the real work force.

Specifically, the weighted application blank can work only

if there are enough applicants to screen. It makes no sense

to use a weighted application blank screening tool if there

are more job openings than there are applicants. England,

who believes that this problem may be partially compensated
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for by adjusting the optimum cutting score to reflect

current marketplace realities, says,

In general, variations in supply and demand in the
labor market may necessitate adjusting the minimum
score up when applicants are plentiful and the employer
can afford to be highly selective, or require downward
adjustment when the employer must take what he can get
(5, p. 37).

Another issue is that the weighted application blank

apparently will decrease in its value with time. Schuh says

that "Perhaps the decrease in Weighted Applicant Blank value

with time may be due to changing labor markets caused by a

constantly changing economy" (27, p. 61). Schuh surveyed

six weighted application blank studies and found all of them

decreased in utility with the passage of time. Hinrichs

further reinforces this weighted application blank problem;

he says that "Statistical predictions and indices are based

on validation against performance of present employees in

present jobs in the present organization" (13, p. 60). Any

change in any of these conditions could alter the predictive

validity of the weighted application blank.

The weighted application blank is normally constructed

by a group of researchers who itemize biographic-demographic

facts from a job application blank. These biographic-

demographic items are the basis for the ultimate weighted

application blank score and criterion prediction. In

reality, these items will be interpreted by people other

than the researcher who performed the original itemization.
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Therein lies a potential problem. Fleishman and Berniger

state

The success of the form in predicting job performance
depends not only upon the accuracy of the job
description used as a reference, but also upon the
skill of the interviewer and, most importantly, on his
knowledge of the validity of individual items in
relation to certain jobs and criteria (6, P. 94).

Simply stated, the weighted application blank can be well

developed but be practically worthless unless the

interpretation is done accurately. In this regard, the

weighted application blank takes practice to administer

properly. ?eskin states that the use of the weighted

application blank "Requires consideration experience,

practice and knowledge of human behavior if it is to be

something more than a witch hunt" (23, p. 233).

The weighted application blank is useful, but it is not

without its problems. The ultimate utility of the weighted

application blank is completely dependent on an understanding

of these problems and how they are dealt with in actual

application.

Employment Implications Under Equal
Employment Opportunity Laws

No contemporary employment methodology can fail to take

into account the implications of Title VII of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act (37) and the subsequent Uniform Employee

Selection Guidelines of 1978 (36). Perhaps the most topical

question asks, "Is the weighted application blank a legal

selection technique as defined by the Uniform Employee
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Selection Guidelines?" The answer is yes. The weighted

application blank, like any selection method, is a form of a

test. The Uniform Employee Selection Guidelines of 1978

states "These guidelines incorporate a single set of

principles which are designed to provide a framework for

determining the proper use of tests and other selection

procedures" (36, Sec. I-A). Obviously, proper is the key

word in this section of the guidelines. The Uniform

Employee Selection Guidelines of 1978 further state,

Whatever criteria are used for testing should represent
important or critical work behaviors or work outcomes.
Criteria also may consist of measures other than work
proficiency including, but not limited to, production
rate, error rate, tardiness, absenteeism and length of
service, which may be used without a full job analysis
if the user can show the importance of the criteria
(47, Sec. 14-B).

In this study (and many others), the employer can clearly

demonstrate the importance of turnover. Thus, it stands to

reason that a properly designed weighted application blank

is within the bounds of the law.

Few published studies specifically address the issue of

differential validity for the weighted application blank.

England does caution, however, that

The nature of the items used and the techniques of item
weighting make it quite probable that a Weighted
Application Blank developed on one cultural group will
discriminate against any individual from a group with a
quite different biographical background. Certainly,
cautious use of results is warranted in such employment
situations (5, p. vii).
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Mitchell (20) found no significant differences in

racial groups respective turnover rates and weighted

application blank scores. This suggests that criterion such

as turnover may very likely be job specific as opposed to

related to a person's sex or race. Certainly, where there

are numbers large enough for either sexual or racial

differential validity studies, they should be done. At a

minimum, results should be carefully tracked to insure that

adverse impact, if it exists, can be compensated for.

Summary

The documented success of commonly used selection

instruments such as psychological tests, job application

blanks, job interviews is very limited. One ray of hope is

the Weighted Application Blank. Although there are several

studies that the weighted application blank can be used to

predict different types of job criterion, only one study

examined the WAB for direct labor manufacturing jobs.

Chapter III deals more specifically with the

presentation of the data. Chapter IV is devoted to the

analysis of the data and the results of the hypothesis

testing. Finally, Chapter V contains a detailed discussion

of the results including the conclusions and recommendations

for future studies in this area.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY AND DATA PRESENTATION

Introduct ion

The methodology for this study is graphically displayed

in Figure 1. This diagram is a graphic representation of a

model for criterion validity. Each step in this model is

vital to the hypotheses testing used in this study and is

discussed in detail.

The first step in this study was to choose the

criterion. The critical element of this step was to define

the criterion in such a manner that it could be readily

identified while simultaneously having value to the

employer. Length of service was decided on as the most

appropriate criterion. Consideration was given to using

productivity or absenteeism as a criterion, however, there

were no sufficient fair measures of productivity to use as a

criterion. The productivity issue was further complicated

by the fact that since there were many different jobs within

in the plant, accurate productivity comparison was almost

impossible. Absenteeism was also considered as a possible

criterion but rejected because of incomplete records. In

one regard, productivity and absenteeism may, in fact, be

default measures of length of service. This is because an

employee who is not meeting productivity standards (either

53
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High Crlhrlon Graup

inimum of 75
desirable
employees

Low Criterion Group

Minimum of 75
undesirable
employees

high weighting group

Minimum
of 50

individuals

low weighting group

Minimum
of 50

individuals

Used to identify and
weight personal

history Items

high holdout group

Minimum
of 25

individuals

low holdout group

Minimum
of 25

individuals

Fig. 1--Model for the study.

Source: George W. England, Development and Use of Weighted
Application Blanks, Industrial Relations Center, R~Tfineapolis,
Universityof Minneosta, 1971, p. 12.
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formal or informal) or attendance standards will probably

either be terminated or resign to avoid inevitable

termination.

Employees in this study were limited to a single

clothing manufacturing plant. This restriction eliminated

the possibility of contaminating variables that would have

occurred if the study subjects had worked at two separate

plants. For example, if two or more plants had been

involved, any differences in tenure could possibly have been

due to variances such as different interviewers, working

conditions, supervisors, or local economies. Furthermore,

the subjects in this study were limited only to employees

who held the sewing jobs in the plant. Jobs such as

pressers and cutters were not considered in the definition

of the criterion.

With this consideration, it was decided that the

criterion for a short-tenured employee was a sewing machine

operator who had voluntarily terminated within the first six

months of employment. This definition is particularly

useful because the employer had determined that the largest

degree of employee turnover occurred during the first six

months of employment. The long-tenured criterion was

defined to be any sewing machine operator who had been with

the plant for at least one year but not more than three

years. Three years was chosen as a cutoff date because any
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employee with longer tenure might differ significantly from

a current job applicant.

Once the criterion was defined, a list was prepared of

all sewing machine operators hired and terminated at the

plant during the most recent three years. Identified were

99 short-tenured (less than six months) and 100 long-tenured

employees. The method of selection was to choose the most

recent occurrences of employees who met both criterion. A

random sample was identified for both the 24 long-tenured

and 26 short-tenured groups. These 50 hold-out subjects

were used later in the testing (cross-validation) of

hypothesis two. The net result is that 74 short-tenured

subjects and 75 long-tenured subjects were used in the

weighting study.

The employment application blanks, W-2 forms, and

insurance application forms were retrieved for all 199

subjects. These three documents were included in each

subject's personnel file. The personnel files were separated

into two groups corresponding with the short- and long-

criterion definitions. When this had been accomplished, the

files for the 50 short- and long-term hold-out subjects were

extracted and held in a separate location. A thorough

inspection of the three available documents was made to

check for completeness of data and consistency of the forms.

this inspection yielded 79 variables that could be codified

and checked for statistical differences between the long- and
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short-tenured subjects (see Appendix A). A trained analyst

carefully coded data for the 79 variables and recorded this

information manually onto a tally sheet. These data were

then entered into the computer's Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS), and a chi square test was run for

each of the 79 variables. Only those variables that were

related to tenure at the .10 or lower chi-square level of

significance were entered into the Discriminant Fuction

Analysis. Nine variables met this test. These nine items

were entered into the DFA program which rank ordered them

into a model to predict tenure.

It is critical to remember that each of the nine items

is statistically significant on a stand-alone basis. Most

important, they show only a statistical relationship and do

not in any way indicate causalty. Any attempt to explain

causality is speculation and is not subject to confirmation

in this paper.

Data Presentation

The following nine tables present the statistically

significant variable data. A brief discussion of the

findings follows each table.

The data presented in Table I show the responses and

chi square figures for the first of nine significant

variables. This item indicates the manner in which the

application blank was filled in by applicants.
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TABLE I

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING APPLICANT METHOD
OF COMPLETION OF APPLICATION BLANK

Tenure Print W ,te Combination
Short 57 2 15

Long 66 3 6

Chi-square = 4.71; Significance = .095

It is notable that a higher percentage of short-tenure

employees switched back and forth between printing and

writing on the application blank.' This could indicate a

certain degree of uncertainty. The vast majority of all

applicants followed instructions to print their

applications, and significantly higher number of the long-

tenured employees printed the application blank.

The data presented in Table II show the responses and

chi square figures for the second of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not the

applicants were previous employees of the plant.

TABLE II

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING APPLICANT
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT WITH PLANT

Former Employee
Tenure Yes No

Short 4 70

Long 26 49

Chi square = 19.83; Significance = .0001
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The relationship indicated for this item is that

previous employees are more likely to be long-tenured

employees than are new employees. Perhaps this is because

previous employees knew the working conditions and had more

realistic expectations for employment. Consequently, they

were more likely to stay.

The data presented in Table III show the responses and

chi square figures for the third of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not the applicant

had been previously employed.

TABLE III

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING ANY PREVIOUS
EMPLOYMENT OF APPLICANTS

First Job

Tenure Yes No No Response

Short 7 62 5

Long 26 44 5

Chi square = 13.94; Significance = .001

More long-tenured people are first time employees.

This appears to be in contradiction with the item that shows

previous employees of the factory are more likely to be long

tenured (Table II). However, if one considers the large

number of applicants, this finding appears to be more

sensible because of the small number of first-time

applicants.
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The data presented in Table IV show the responses and

chi square figures for the fourth of nine significant

variables. This item indicates applicants' highest

completed level of education.

TABLE IV

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING HIGHEST COMPLETED
EDUCATION LEVEL OF APPLICANTS

High School Grade Level
Tenure 12 or more 11 or less Undetermined

Short 9 57 8

Long 0 69 6

Chi square = 10.42; Significance = .006

These data indicate that long-tenured applicants did

not complete high school in greater proportion to the short-

tenured applicants. Since the job in this study is very

repetitive and has a very fast learning curve; it requires

little education other than minimal reading skills.

Therefore, it may be difficult for people with minimal

skills to get other jobs. Consequently, they keep the job

that they have in greater numbers than do those people who

have at least a high school education.

The data presented in Table V show the responses and

chi square figures for the fifth of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not applicants

had friends or relatives working at the plant.
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TABLE V

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING INCIDENT OF APPLICANTS
HAVING FRIENDS OR RELATIVES WORKING AT PLANT

Have Friends or Relatives
Tenure Yes No No Response

Short 12 19 43

Long 30 29 16
Chi square = 22.15; Significance = .001

Having friends or relatives at the plant is related to

long tenure. Friends and relatives probably provide a

social comfort network. Also, friends and relatives may

have served a role in accurately explaining the job and

describing the reality of the work to the new employees.

The data presented in Table VI show the responses and

chi square figures for the sixth of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not applicants

used a present employee friends or relative who worked in

the plant as a reference. It is important to note that no

response is related to short tenure.

TABLE VI

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING INCIDENCE OF
APPLICANTS USING FRIENDS OR RELATIVES

PRESENT EMPLOYEES AS REFERENCE

Present Employe Reference
Tenure Yes No No Response
Short 11 19 43

Long 30 29 16

Chi square = 22.15; Significance = .001
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In this item, the applicants who had a friend or

relative as a reference are more likely to be long tenured.

This is consistent with the item that indicated those people

who actually had friends or relatives working at the plant

are long tenured.

The data presented in Table VII show the responses and

chi square figures for the seventh of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not applicants

listed a family physician. As in Item V, no response is

related to short tenure.

TABLE VII

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING INCIDENCE OF APPLICANT
LISTING NAME OF FAMILY PHYSICIAN

Listed Family Physician
Tenure Yes No

Short 32 42

Long 48 27

Chi square = 6.45; Significance = .01

The long-tenured employees were more likely to have

listed a family physician on the application blank. This

might be an indication of stability in the community.

Applicants who know the name of their doctors possibly have

been in the community long enough to establish this type of

relationship. Thus, it is more likely that these persons

will be long tenured-employees.
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The data presented in Table VIII show the responses and

chi square figures for the eighth of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not applicants

have had surgery for a female problem.

TABLE VIII

CHI SQUARE RESULTS REGARDING INCIDENCE OF APPLICANTS
HAVING HAD SURGERY FOR A FEMALE PROBLEM

Incidence of Surgery

Tenure Yes No

Short 9 65

Long 1 74

Chi Square = 6.98; Significance = .008

It may be conjectured that incidence of surgery for a

female complaint may be an indication of poor health and

vice versa. It is important to reemphasize that these data

indicate a relationship between tenure and the surgery

variable, but the causal aspects cannot be positively

determined.

The data presented in Table IX show the responses and

chi square figure for the last of nine significant

variables. This item indicates whether or not' applicants

had been advised to have surgery for a female problem.
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TABLE IX

CHI SQUARE: RESULTS REGARDING INCIDENCE OF ADVICE TO
APPLICANTS TO HAVE SURGERY FOR A FEMALE PROBLEM

Advised to Have Surgery
Tenure Yes No

Short 0 74

Long 7 68

Chi Square = 7.25; Significance = .007

These data are closely related to. those presented in

Table VIII. These data appear to indicate that those

employees who have been advised to have surgery for a female

problem, but who have not actually had the surgery, are

more likely to be long tenured.

Discriminant Function Analysis

The data for each of these nine significant variables

were then entered into the discriminant function analysis

(DFA) portion of the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences computer program. The DFA method was selected

because it is best suited to consider the inter-

relationships of several variables at one time. Table X

presents the DFA results. Sixty-three of the 74 short-

tenured employees were correctly identified (predicted) and

55 of the 75 long-tenured employees were correctly

identified (predicted).
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TABLE X

PREDICTION OF SHORT- AND LONG-TENURED EMPLOYEES
BY DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS

Actual Predicted Tenure
Tenure Short Long Total

Short 63 11 74

Long 20 55 75

Total 83 66 149

Discriminant function analysis assigned a score for

each employee ranging from -4 to 4 and arranged each subject

(long and short) on a histogram (see Figure 2). In the

histogram, short-tenured employees are represented by the

number 1, and long-tenured employees are represented by the

number 2.

An empirical scoring scale was developed to match the

DFA results, and each subject was assigned a score. These

scores were categorized into one of five ranges shown in

Figure 2.

Cross Validation

The DFA scores which were developed from the 74 short-

and 75 long-tenured employees were then entered into the

SPSS program and applied against data for the 26 short- and

24 long-tenured hold-out group of employees. The purpose of

this analysis was to predict categorization into either the
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short- or long--tenured holdout group of employees. The

result (see Table XI) is that 17 of the 26 long-tenured

subjects were correctly identified and 16 of the 24 short-

tenured subjects were correctly identified.

TABLE XI

CROSS VALIDATION OF DATA USING HOLDOUT GROUP

Predicted Tenure
Actual

Tenure Short Long Total

Short 17 9 26

Long 8 16 24

Total 25 25 50

Chi Square = 3.92; Significance = .049

Now that the DFA scoring scale has been established,

the ultimate test was to apply the scoring scale against the

application blank scores of 152 new employees. The scoring

scale that resulted from the DFA was programmed into the

computer. During the period in this study, job application

blanks were screened according to normal standards; an

integral part of the screening process was that a trained

interviewer entered data from the job application blanks

into the computer. The job application blank items were

entered into a computer program which scored the application

in accordance with the scale, and the scores were
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categorized according to the five ranges of the scoring

scale.

The critical factor of this part of the study is that

these 152 new employees were hired without regard to their

scores. Subsequently, the tenure achievement of the hired

employees was recorded over a two-year period, and the

results were ti. acked as to length of tenure for each of

the five scoring ranges. An employee who terminated in

the first six months of employment was considered to be

short tenured; an employee who achieved at least six

months of employment was considered to be long tenured.

These definitions of short and long tenure were necessary

due to the fact that a longer definition of long tenure

would have required a much longer study period than the

two years available. For example, if long tenure were

determined to be two years, it would have been necessary

to wait three to four years in order to allow time for

applicants to have the chance to meet the criterion. The

net result is that the 152 subjects who were hired during

the study period had the opportunity to achieve a minimum

of six months tenure. The scoring categories were arbitrarily

determined. Consideration was given to the number of

applicants in each category in order to insure a suitable

number of applicants to choose from. The scoring ranges

(categories) were.
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Range

Poor
Marg inal
Fair
Good
Excellent

WAB Tenure Probability Score

-3.00 to -0.50
-0.50 to -0.25
-0.25 to -1.00
1.00 to 2.00
2.00 to 3.00

The results for the six months turnover rates are presented

in Table XII.

TABLE XII

ACTUAL TURNOVER PERCENTAGES OF 152 NEW EMPLOYEES
ACCORDING TO SCORING CATEGORY PREDICTIONS

Tenure N Percent
Short Long of

Scoring 6 months 7 months Total Short
Category or less or longer (N=152) Tenure

Poor 18 5 23 78

Marginal 33 19 52 63

Fair 31 21 52 60

Good 9 9 18 50

Very Good 3 4 7 43

*Short tenure N - total category N =

Table XII represents the crux of the study. The turnover

rates declined with each category. It is very pronounced at

the extremes of 78% for the poor subjects and 43% for the

very good subjects. The obvious solution would be to hire

only applicants in the very good category. However, this is

not likely to be practical as it seems improbable that a

large enough applicant pool would occur in the very good

category. It seems to make sense to collapse the good and
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in one of the five ranges shown in Figure 2. These new

applicants were hired without regard to their scores. This

allowed for a comparison of two tenure rates all WAB scores

under identical conditions. The tenure results (less than

six months was considered to be short tenure) were measured

for each of 152 subjects and results were tabulated

according to five score ranges into which applicants fell.

A chi square test was performed, and it was determined

a level of significance of .20 or higher must be achieved in

order for the hypothesis to be accepted. The .20 level of

significance was chosen due to the fact that there would not

be enough time available to gather a larger number of

subjects. These data are presented in Table XV.

TABLE XV

CHI SQUARE TEST FOR APPLICATION OF PREDICTION MODEL
TO GROUP (N=152) OF NEW EMPLOYEES

Tenure N
Short: Long:

Scoring 6 months 7 months Total
Category or less or longer (N=152)

Poor 18 5 23 78

Marginal 33 19 52 63

Fair 31 21 52 60

Good 9 9 18 50

Very Good 3 4 7 43

*Short tenure N - total category N =
Chi square = 4.93; Significance = .297.
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Since the resulting significance of .297 is greater

than .20, Hypothesis three is accepted. There is in fact no

significant difference between model data and actual tenure

of employees over a two-year period.

Discussion of Data Findings

A discussion of this study revolves around the three

hypotheses that were tested. The first hypothesis was that

a model predictive of tenure could be developed. This was

in fact the case. The model consisted of nine statistically

significant variables which in fact did predict a person's

historical tenure. As was found in the literature search

discussed in Chapter II. This type of finding has occurred

numerous times, even for criterion other than tenure. Since

79 variables were examined, and with a .10 level of

significance determined as the cutoff point, it could be

argued that at least 7 (10%) of the items would have

statistical significance if for no other reason than

randomness. The response is that there were 9 significant

variables, not 7. Furthermore, the majority of the

variables in this study had face (common sense) validity.

For example, it makes sense that a longer tenured person

would have relatives working at the plant, would know who

their physician is, etc. However, explanations for some of

the items are not so logical--for example, the item
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concerning the female operation and the advisement to have a

female operation. Also, there is the enigma as to why a

first time employee would be more likely to be long tenured

than someone who had worked before; usually, it is accepted

that someone who has worked before has more stability.

Perhaps this relationship is random. Perhaps, also, there

is some underlying meaning that in fact does have .

significance for the tenure relationship. Regardless of the

cause, the situation remains that there is a statistical

relationship between these nine items and tenure, and the

statistical relationship is based on historical biographic

and demographical data.

Another interesting finding (which was not found in any

of the available literature) is that the tenure model is

more accurate for predicting short-tenured employees. The

reason for this is fairly straightforward. The data for the

short-tenured employees is much more current than is the

data for long-tenured employees. For example, if an

employee quit two weeks before the study was conducted, that

data was classified as a short-tenured employee. On the

other hand, an employee had to stay employed for at least

six months to be considered a long-tenured employee. Hence, the

tenure model is a comparison between people who were hired at

least one year ago versus many people who may have been

hired within the last three months of the study.

Consequently, it seems likely that since the data used in
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the model for the short-tenured employees is more current,

it is more predictive.

The second hypothesis is concerned with the cross

validation step. In this hypothesis, the critical fact is

that the employees for whom the cross validation was

conducted were not used in the development of the original

model. Cross validation is a necessary step if the tenure

model is to have a chance of predicting tenure in the

future. Cross validation also makes it much more difficult

to achieve statistical significance. Many of the studies

which have been performed in the area of weighted

application blanks have not been cross validated. Perhaps

the researcher in those studies was not aware of the cross

validation step, or perhaps there were simply not enough

subjects available for appropriate cross validation.

Nevertheless, cross validation suffers from some of the same

limitations as the development of the original model.

Specifically, cross validation is based on historical

results. Furthermore, it seems logical that a cross

validation, sample drawn randomly from the original study

universe should, in fact, represent the same background

characteristics.

It is somewhat disappointing that the third hypothesis

was not conf irmed at the .20 level of significance. However,

the .29 level of significance was achieved and this is

encouraging. Furthermore, as shown by Figure 3, the most
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encouraging factor is that there was a percentage drop in

turnover with every category classification. Furthermore,

there was a very definite drop when the extremes between the

"poor" employees and the "very good" employees are considered.

Figure 3 graphically demonstrates this relationship. Even

though this is not significant to normally accepted

statistical standards, the relationship is in the desired

direction. From a practical standpoint, this is highly

significant. Most managers are concerned with the control

of turnover in their work force and would readily accept

this trend even at lesser levels of significance than is

demonstrated in this study. Also, the length of time to

qualify as the long tenure in the study was only six months.

This is less than the time of one or more years to define

long tenure in the original development of the model. It is

quite possible that a further study that allows for more

maturation could yield results that are statistically

significant. The important fact to remember is that this

study was conducted over a two-year period and was designed

to predict future events. As was discussed in earlier parts

of this study, this is virtually unheard of in the research

of employee selection. Consequently, as opposed to being

discouraging, the results are highly encouraging. It is

easy to speculate that statistical significance might have

been achieved if there had been larger numbers of subjects

during the study period. However, this study was based in a
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real work setting and the number of subjects available was

dictated by economic necessities. The data depicted in

Figure 3 is a confirmation of Rosenbaum's (2) statement that

the greatest value of the weighted application blank, or any

predictive instrument, is its ability to assist in

identifying the best potential performers. The data

depicted in Figure 3 indicate that in the hands of the

employer, at the minimum, the model is predictive at the

extremes. It obviously becomes less useful in the middle

portion of the model. The results of this study are

consistent with the studies cited in the literature survey.

As in the Johnson, Newton, and Peek study (1), this study

supports the usefulness of the weighted application blank as

a selection device.

Clearly, this study is unique in weighted application

research. The primary reason is that this study was done

with true "blind" hiring as a basis for predicting future

results. Therefore, many of the traditional selection

biases were averted. For example, if the study had stopped

at the cross validation stage, there could have been many

other reasons for the actual reduction of turnover. For

example, suppose that turnover (after using the selection

model) was reduced by 30 percent; it would have been

tempting to conclude that the 30 percent reduction in

turnover was the result of using the WAB model. However, if

the 30% reduction were strictly a historical result, there
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could have been other reasons for the reduction. For

example, an industrial engineer might say that he had made

some significant changes in the work flow, and since

employees were more comfortable in their jobs, turnover was

reduced; others might say that there had been some changes

in the training programs or the compensation programs.

Perhaps the biggest reason for a potential change in

employee turnover might be a change in the economy. This

was in fact the case at this particular plant during this

study. When the study was performed, there was a very good

economy and many people were employed. This quickly turned

around when some major layoffs occurred in related

industries. Regardless of the reason cited (changes in the

economy or working conditions), the fact remains that all

employees were hired under identical conditions by the same

employer. Whatever job related changes happened to the

short-tenured employees also happened to the long-tenured

employees. The only intervening variable in this study is

the weighted application blank score. Hence, the importance

of this study becomes visible as it is the only study

uncovered in which both desirable and undesirable employees

were hired without regard to a predetermined criterion.

Summary

Hypotheses one and two were rejected. There is in fact

a relationship between biographical scores and tenure, and

this relationship was cross validated. Hypothesis three was
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accepted. There is no relationship at .20 level of

significance over a two-year period between employees'

weighted application blank scores and tenure. There is,

however, a clear trend that appears to have great practical

value. Chapter V is a discussion of the implications of

this study and the recommendations for the future.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary purpose of this study was to develop an

usable model to predict employee turnover in a high turnover

manufacturing plant. The reasons for predicting turnover

include the high cost of turnover, the disruption of the

employer's business, lost productivity, and higher error

rate. It is a generally accepted principle that most

employers would like to minimize turnover as much as

economically possible.

The design of this study is based on numerous works

that indicated there is a high likelihood that a

relationship exists between biographic-demographic

characteristics in a person's background and turnover rate.

Furthermore, if these background characteristics, can be

identified empirical weights can be assigned to them so that

a single prediction number can be generated with the ability

to predict a person's likelihood of meeting the tenure

criterion. To this end, data were accumulated on 74 short

tenured and 75 long tenured employees in a midwestern

manufacturing plant. From these data, it was determined

nine items were statistically significant and had the

ability to discriminate between long- and short-term

84
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employees. These nine items were combined in a statistical

model to predict the likelihood of a person achieving long

tenure. (The definition of long tenure was an employee who

remained beyond one year of employment.) This model was

then applied against a randomly selected holdout group of 25

long tenured and 25 short tenured employees in the cross

validation step of the study. The model was then used to

score new employees at the time of employment but it was not

used as a basis for hiring employees, the result was that

numerous employees were hired who, by the scoring scale,

were predicted to be both short and long tenured. This gave

the researcher a valuable opportunity to do side-by-side

comparison over the two year period.

Three hypotheses were generated for this study. The

first hypothesis predicts that a model could be developed

from the 79 variables and that this model could predict

tenure. This was in fact the case. The second hypothesis,

which was more difficult to confirm, was that the model could

predict tenure for a randomly holdout group of employees.

This hypothesis was also confirmed. The third hypothesis

was that the model would be a statistically significant

predictor of tenure for new employees over a two year

period. At a .20 level of significance, this was not

confirmed. There was, however, a relationship between the

the biographical scores, but it did not achieve the level of

statistical significance chosen for this study.
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Conclusions

The primary conclusion to be derived from this study is

that the weighted application blank (WAB) can be an

important tool for the selection of manufacturing operators.

It may also be concluded from this study that the WAB can

predict tenure into the future for new employees, even when

the WAB prediction has to compete against the best judgment

of experienced interviewers.

Implications

It must be remembered that a WAB model works best with

large numbers of people and in a sense is a method of

"playing the odds" with a higher probability of success.

There are always exceptions to the "odds." These exceptions

frequently do not conform to any pattern and may in fact

head the pack.

Computers will continue to invade the area of personnel

selection and will provide management with more

sophisticated models for predicting job success via the

Weighted Application Blank methodology.

The weighted application blank process continues to

offer promise in the area of employee selection. Modern

computers have taken this a step further and are able to

continually monitor and recalculate WAB scores as new data

are entered.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are made on the basis of

this study.

1. WAB biographic-demographic scoring models should

continue to be investigated. It is clear that there is

utility for a prescreening model for employment, promotion,

and other aspects of job performance. It is recommended

that such investigations use computers for tracking and

adjusting results. The capabilities of the computer makes

this much more feasible to do than has heretofore been

possible and the computer can also continue to track and

monitor great banks of data for all employees. A vital part

of the recommendation is that much of the data should be

entered by the applicant himself into a computer terminal.

This eliminates the necessity for the expensive and time

consuming manual computer recording of data from application

blanks. Furthermore, the computer can gather much more data

than are typically received on an application blank. These

data can be stored for future analysis.

2. It is recommended that the weighted application

blank process be expanded for use in virtually all types of

jobs where there are large numbers of people being hired

within a relatively short timespan. This allows a

predictive model to have the maximum chance of succeeding.

3. It is recommended that new computer software

programs, in the areas of artificial intelligence and expert
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systems, be investigated for their utility in performing and

expanding the weighted application blank hiring process.

New microcomputer technology appears to offer great

potential for tracking, scoring, and expanding the overall

employment selection process.



APPENDIX



COMPANY DISCRETE VARIABLES

1. Application: I-Print; 2-Write; 3-Combination

2. Date: yes/no/nr

3. Distance for work: l-E. Chicago; 2-Hammond; 3-Gary;
4-Whiting

4. Address: 1-Street; 2-PO Box; 3-Apartment #; 4-Route;
5-Combinat ion

5. Number of months at present address:

6. Telephone: yes/no/nr

7. Number of addresses in last 5.years or listed:

8. Present address: l-E. Chicago; 2-Hammond; 3-Gary;
4-Whiting; or city/state

9. Previous address (last town lived in): l-E. Chicago;
2-Hammond; 3-Gary; 4-Whiting; or city/state/country

10. U.S. Citizen; yes/visa/green card

1l. Age:

12. Known by previous name: yes/no/nr

13. Notify in emergency: yes/no

14. PHone number for emergency: yes/no/nr

15. Any physical or mental condition: yes/no/nr

16. Convicted for a crime: yes/no/nr

17. Discharged from employment: yes/no/nr

18. Position desired: (write in)

19. Preferred time: I-Temporary; 2-Part time; 3-Full
time; 4-All 3.

20. Preferred shift; 1; 2; 3; 4-all three

21. Wage/Salary desired: (list per hour)

22. Number of days until available for work:

90
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23. Type of equipment operated: (write in)

25. Ever employed by this company: yes/no

26. Related to anyone working at plant:

yes-(relationship)/no/nr/nd

27. Referred by: name/friend

28. Grade school in North Indiana or Illinois area:
yes/no/nd

29. High school in North Indiana or Illinois area:
yes/no/nd

30. Highest level of education: (write in)

31. Any business or technical schools: yes/no/nr

32. Any college: yes/no/nr

33. References: # completed

34. References: # incomplete

35. References: total completes/incompletes

36. Prsently employed: yes/no/nr/first job

37. Present or last listed state employed in:
(northern designation) yes/no/na

38. Length of time: #/nd/first job

39. Salary on last job: (list per hour)

40. Reason leaving: (write in)

41. Describe major job duties: (write in)

42. Contact presetn employer: yes/no/nr/na

43. Contact you at place of employment: yes/no/nr

44., Bonded: yes/no/nr

45. Number of jobs listed:

46. Number of years available for work:

47. Any remarsk written: yes/no/nr
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48. Signature: yes/no

49. Dated: yes/no

Medical Form:

50. Ever operated on: yes/no/female/nr

51. Advised to have an operation: yes/no/nr

52. Ever a patient in sanitarium: yes/no/nr

53. Ever seriously injured: yes/no/nr

54. Ever refused employment for health reasons: yes/no/nr

55. Ever forced to give up job due to health: yes/no/nr

56. Ever received workmen's comp:. yes/no/nr

57. Rejected for military service due to health: yes/no/nr

58. Discharged from military for health: yes/no/nr

59. Ever received pension for disability: yes/no/nr

60. Ever refused life insurance: yes/no/nr

61. Ever made ill by your work: yes/no/nr

62. Ever refused drivers license for health: yes/no/nr

63. Personal physician listed: yes/no/nr

64. Ever injured back; worn a back brace; had back trouble;
wear a trus: (number of these 4 checked yes)

65. Ever had a hernia; treated with x-ray; worked with
radio-active material; worked in a dusty trade: (number of
these 4 checked yes)

66. Ever had fits or convulsions: yes/no/nr

67. Ever had head injury: yes/no/nr

68. Need glasses to read: yes/no/nr
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SCORING KEY

The scoring key is a mathematical calculation of a
multivariate regression line. The total score equals the
sum of the coefficient times each of the nine items plus the
constant.

RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS

1. Applicant filled out
application by:

2. Was applicant previously
employed here?

3. Will this be applicant's
first job

4. Applicant's highest
completed grade?

5. Does applicant have
friends or relatives
working here?

6. Did applicant use a
friend or relative
as a reference?

7. Has applicant had a
female operation?

8. Has applicant ever been
advised to have an
operat ion?

9. Did applicant list a
family physician?

1.
2.
3.

Printing
Writing
Combination

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

L. 11 or less
2. 12 or more

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Yes
No
No Response

Yes
No
No Response

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

Add Constant

SCORING

to -0.5
to +0.25
to +1.0
to +2.0
to +4.0

Poor
Marginal
Fair
Good
Very Good

ITEM

-0.2169

-1.1564

-0.8251

+1.4194

-. 04439

-0.4131

+1.2233

-2.1697

-0.5376

6.8830

-3.0
-0.51
+0.26
+1.01
+2.1
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